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Abstract: Sensors are considered as important elements of electronic devices. In
many applications and service, Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs) are involved in
significant data sharing that are delivered to the sink node in energy efficient man-
ner using multi-hop communications. But, the major challenge in WSN is the
nodes are having limited battery resources, it is important to monitor the con-
sumption rate of energy is very much needed. However, reducing energy con-
sumption can increase the network lifetime in effective manner. For that,
clustering methods are widely used for optimizing the rate of energy consumption
among the sensor nodes. In that concern, this paper involves in deriving a novel
model called Improved Load-Balanced Clustering for Energy-Aware Routing
(ILBC-EAR), which mainly concentrates on optimal energy utilization with
load-balanced process among cluster heads and member nodes. For providing
equal rate of energy consumption among nodes, the dimensions of framed clusters
are measured. Moreover, the model develops a Finest Routing Scheme based on
Load-Balanced Clustering to transmit the sensed information to the sink or base
station. The evaluation results depict that the derived energy aware model attains
higher rate of life time than other works and also achieves balanced energy rate
among head node. Additionally, the model also provides higher throughput and
minimal delay in delivering data packets.

Keywords: Wireless sensor networks; energy consumption; load balanced
clustering; finest routing

1 Introduction

In recent scenario of technological development, Wireless Sensor Networks are widely adopted in
several applications such as medical services, military surveillance, object detection, industries and object
tracking and so on. The sensors are observing the data from the deployed area, process them and forward
to the sink. The sensor node contains units such as sensing unit, processing unit, storage unit, power
supply and communication links. Moreover, the communications are processed with single or multi-hop
packet transmissions [1]. The major confrontation in WSN is the resource limitations, such as power and
storage. Hence, there is a requirement for increasing the network lifetime [2]. For prolonging the network
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longevity, energy efficiency and load balancing are the significant metrics that are to be focussed. Those
metrics provide, balanced and minimized energy consumption between sensor nodes. In methods based
on achieving energy efficiency, the nodes in the energy efficient routes are used frequently and those
nodes may exhaust earlier. Additionally, because of many-to-one communications, the sensors nearer to
the sink node may loss more energy than others. This is because of the unbalanced pattern of energy
consumption [3–5]. The Fig. 1 depicts the general process of sensor network communication to transmit
the sensed information through the optimal network.

Here, the rate of energy consumption between sensors is to effectively manage to prolong the network
longevity. Additionally, the sensor network communications require reliable data transmission to the sink
node in many to one pattern [6,7]. Hence, energy efficiency in the network model is considered as the
major challenge in WSN. On the other hand, unbalanced energy consumption makes several issues on
framing efficient routing. In WSN, the data transmission and reception are assumed as the major factor in
measuring the rate of energy consumption [8,9]. In several routing models, the construction of optimal
route and energy consumption process influences on the WSN lifetime. For solving the issues, clustering
techniques are effectively used. And, the contributions of the proposed model is listed below,

� Defining an uneven clustering pattern for reducing and balancing the energy consumption rate of all
Head_Sensors of each cluster

� The cluster dimensions are measured to calculate the distance between the Head_Sensors for effective
route determination.

� Deriving a Finest Routing Scheme (FRS) using minimal hop communications and reduced delay

� Based on the minimal hop-level based packet transmission, uneven clustering pattern is framed for
balancing energy consumption rate, thereby enhancing network longevity.

� For providing scalable and fault tolerant model, the sensor node densities are balanced in all clusters.

� Model evaluation based on metrics such as Energy Efficiency, Network longevity, throughput, packet
delivery rate and transmission delay.

The remainder of this paper is framed as follows; Section 2 provides the works or related studies. The
network model and the work procedure of proposed techniques are presented in Section 3. In Section 4,

Figure 1: Data transmission through optimal route
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the obtained results are expounded and comparison charts are provided for evidencing the model efficiency.
At last, the paper is completed with the Conclusion and Future work in Section 5.

2 Related Work

This section presents the description of several model involved in providing efficient sensor network
communications. The well-known model is LEACH [10], in which the cluster heads are selected in
accordance with the probability rates of their thresholds for being heads. However, the limitations in
LEACH are given as,

� The node’s residual energy was not considered for processing

� It has been considered that all sensors can link with the sink node

For increasing the network longevity, DECSA model has been proposed in [11]. The work used multi-
hop data transmission for communication between nodes and clusters. Furthermore, the cluster heads are
selected based on the residual energy of nodes and distance to base station. The drawbacks of the model
are considered as the model frames small clusters in random manner. And, easy energy loss has occurred
because of rapid processing of data aggregation and more amount of signal reception at the cluster node.
In [12], the authors proposed Battery Aware Reliable Clustering (BARC) for providing load balanced
model that balances the cluster size. The model helps in enhancing network lifetime, but, it imposed
additional network load for propagating additional data packets.

The work presented in [13] derived a model for receiver conflict based mixed transmission model for
energy management. Additionally, the distance and the remaining node energy of the receivers are
measured based on the scalability of links and the number of neighbour sensors. The major drawback
observed in the model is increasing delay in transmission of packets. A valuable work has been provided
in [14], analysing various clustering models that divides the network for avoiding the overlapping of
clusters. Moreover, for clustering, reliability, suitability and security are considered. Further, a Type-2
Fuzzy Logic (T2FL) [15] technique has been developed for effective clustering with increased network
reliability and reduced consumption rate. A multi-hop routing model has been proposed in [16] for
increasing lifetime of network. For constructing the route, the metrics such as remaining energy of nodes,
sensor locations and hops of network region.

Power efficient routing model based on node clusters has been presented in [17]. The authors of [18]
derived a reliable model for energy efficient data communication in large scale wireless sensor networks.
In that, doughnut shaped clusters are framed with the nodes that are in same distance from the base
station. Artificial Bee Colony optimization algorithm is used for cluster head selection in that work. In
[19], Harmony Search Algorithm based Clustering Protocol (HSACP) has been proposed for reducing the
intra-cluster distances between the cluster members for optimizing the energy allocation. The model in
[20] presented a Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) based energy efficient routing for sensor networks.
The efficiency of multi-level model has been derived in [21], based on the factors such as node amount
and network levels. The hierarchical based data aggregation has been processed to provide optimality in
WSN.

Energy Efficient Adaptive Overlapping Clustering (EEAOC) model [22] has been derived for
continuous node observation in WSN. Moreover, dynamic cluster model has been developed in the model
for data aggregation without cluster overlaps. Compressibility-based Clustering Algorithm (CBCA) [23]
has been presented a hierarchical data aggregation process. The network topology is changed into logical
chain and spatial connection between the nodes is utilized for compressive clustering. For model
validation, the simulations are carried out. Moreover, in [23], heuristic based model has been derived for
framing clusters with inactive sensor selection. The stochastic sleep scheduling model is given for node
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selection process, considering the range of network coverage. For providing energy efficiency and
distribution of CH nodes, heuristic crossover operators are used [24,25].

The survey has provided the following findings:

� The cluster design can be hierarchical.

� There could be delay as a key factor in network design [26].

� The spatial and temporal communication can be learnt over time.

3 Proposed System

In this work, Improved Load-Balanced Clustering for Energy-Aware Routing (ILBC-EAR) is proposed
for improving the communication efficiency and network lifetime in WSN. Here, the sensing region is
considered to be in circular plane. The sensor nodes that are distributed in the circular sensing region can
be noted as the Head_Sensors and Member_sensors of any cluster. Since, it is assumed that the area is
circular, the base station (BS) is at the center of the region as presented in Fig. 2. The nodes are deployed
in random manner. The complete operations involved in the proposed model and the work flow is
presented in Fig. 3. Moreover, the model comprises of the following phases,

1. Energy Model Derivations

2. Cluster Construction

3. Load-Balancing Process

4. Data Collection Process

5. Finest Route Scheme

3.1 Energy Model Derivation

Here, the radio model is considered for deriving the rate of Energy Consumption (REC) by the deployed
sensors. With respect to the distance between the transmitting and the receiving sensor, the free space and
multi-path channels are employed. The free space (fs) method is used if the sensor distance is less than
the threshold (sd0), or else, the multi-path technique will be utilized. Hence, the energy utilized for
transmitting ‘m’ bits of data (l) for distance ‘sd’ is computed as,

Figure 2: Clustering model with concentric circle pattern
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ETXðl; sdÞ ¼ ETX�ecðlÞ þ ETX�ampðl; sdÞ ¼ l � Eec þ l � dfs � sd2 if sd, sd0
l � Eec þ l � dmp � sd4 if sd � sd0

�
(1)

where ‘Eec’ the energy depletion rate occurred in electronic circuit, ‘δfs’ and ‘δmp’ represents the rate of
energy consumption at ‘fs’ and energy used by multi-path channels. Further, the energy utilized for
receiving ‘m’ bits are computed as in (2).

ðmÞ ¼ Eec � m (2)

3.2 Cluster Construction

As in Fig. 2, the network area is splitd into number of clusters based on circular pattern. The complete
process and the computations based on the circular radius and angle between the two concentric circles are as
below.

In the above Fig. 2, theHCR is the highest rate of cluster and ‘R’ is the radius of the concentric circle. The
responsibility of each head sensor of clusters is to transmit the data packets after obtaining that from member
sensors (MS). The head sensors of clusters that are nearer to the base station are considered to be the

Figure 3: Work flow of proposed
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route-path, since it is being the convergence to the BS. Additionally, for transmitting the observed data, the
route-path framed by the head sensors are used, thereby, the data are sent to the base station. But, it is also to
be considered that there are more energy is consumed by the HSs that are farer from the base station. Hence, it
is significant to balance the load among the head sensors in each cluster. The circle connect distance increases
more in relationship to relativity of node movement. This can be largely seen with nodes that are optimal. The
convergence condition for H indicates that the values are minimal. Though this is correct it can be minimal as
the node distance becomes large.

The clustering process is carried out for a single time in the network in static and permanent manner. The
central computations are determined with the base station that includes the overall network design and
the base stations are considered. Additionally, the base station is assumed as rechargeable unit; hence, the
clustering process is carried out with that. The first step is to compute the angle φ, which is measured
between the diameters of the concentric circle. For that, the longest distance between the sensors (sn) of a
HS and a cluster is given as, ‘ðmaxðsdHSsn ÞÞ’, which can be equal to the value of CR of each cluster. In
similar manner, for all clusters, each sn is capable of sending data to the HS through the one-hop distance
based data transmission. Moreover, the maximal rate of (sdHS) is occurred in the cluster at the highest
rating of cluster, HCR.

Based on the Eq. (8), the angle φ is determined, with respect to the radius of concentric circle in area of
network region. For obtaining the HCR value to calculate the number of clusters in the network region, the
sequential numbers are measured as {i = 1, 2, 3,…}, where HCR = i in the Eq. (7). The first value through
which the derivation results Ri is similar or higher than the radius (RHCR), which can be the result of HCR.
Using the Eq. (6) given below, the values of φ and HCR, for all the circles are computed and hence, the
clustering process is effectively accomplished.

3.3 Load Balancing Process

For balancing the energy consumption of head sensors in each cluster and for maintaining the network
lifetime balanced, the hop length of data transmission towards the BS from each head is calculated. The
amount of data packets that are broadcasted over the network can affect the rate of energy consumption
(REC) by the HSs. Based on that, the hop_length (HL) for each HS is computed as in (3).

HLHSi ¼ CRHSffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
HCR � iþ 1

p (3)

Additionally, the HL of head sensor of cluster with rating ‘i’ (HSi) is equal to the distance between HSi
and the head sensor of the cluster with rate i-1 on the route-path to the base station, since, the data transmitted
from HSi are received and transmitted by the head sensor. The clustering mechanism aggregates based on the
route path. The route parameters are based on the Hop Length. The Hop length starts from 1 and continues to
reach its maximum limit. As it reaches one third of the cluster distance the HL increases in unit steps of
distance and converges. The length between the cluster_center ‘i’ and the base station sdBSHSi is derived
from the following Eq. (4), in which Ri is the radius of ‘i’ th concentric circle, ‘φ’ is the angle between
the diameters as in Fig. 2. Hence, the equation is given as,

sdBSHSi ¼

2RiSin
’

2

3:
’

2

; i ¼ 1

Ri�1 þ Ri

2
; i 6¼ 1

8>>>>><
>>>>>:

(4)
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Then, the relation between the circle radius and communication rage (CR) is calculated as

sdHSi�1
HSi

¼ Ri � Ri�2

2
(5)

sdHSi�1
HSi

¼ CRHSffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
HCR � iþ 1

p (6)

Using the above equations, the radius Ri and in,HCR = i, the radius value of the highest rating of cluster is
determined.

Ri ¼
CRHS Aþ Pi�1

2ð Þ
m¼1

2ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
HCR � 2m

p
0
@

1
A; for i ! odd

2 CRHS
A

2
þ 1ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

HCR
p þ

Xi
2ð Þ

m¼1

1ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
HCR � ð2m� 1Þp

0
@

1
A; for i ! even

8>>>>>><
>>>>>>:

(7)

where, A ¼ 3’
4sin’2

ffiffiffiffiffiffi
HCR

p

By fixing the head sensors in the cluster centers, in each cluster, the longest distance between the MS and
HS of cluster, ‘(max (sdHS))’, is estimated to the 1/2 of the length of cluster curve. Random Number of Nodes
will not affect the finest route scheme. This is because the parameter A can be dependent on the radius that is
suboptimal. Here cluster area spitted in equal space but number of nodes can vary and will not affect the
performance. Assume the cluster area to be increased more than threshold the model will not degrade
with performance. The highest possible rate for this distance is happened at the largest cluster circle,
which is computed as,

maxðsdHSsn Þ ¼
’

2
:RHCR (8)

In this approach the interference will be minimal because the cluster distance is fixed based on the hop
length. The parameters H is optimal and can be varied based on the number of clusters.

3.4 Data Collection Process

After performing the efficient cluster construction, the data collected process is carried out for sensing
the environment. The Head Sensors (HS) receives the data from the member sensors (MS). In the process of
data collection, both inter and intra cluster communication is processed, in which, the data are sensed by MS
and transmitted to their corresponding HS, further, the collected data in the head sensors are transmitted to the
base station effectively in allotted time frame. Moreover, the sensor nodes are put in sleep mode in the
operations performed by other nodes in their respective time series. The data aggregation process is
carried out in HS from all the collected information, which is finally transmitted to the base station
through the finest route given in next section. Unlike the member sensors in each cluster, the heads are to
be in active mode all the time, causes more energy consumption by the HS. For balancing that, the
cluster head responsibility is provided to other nodes in rotational manner provides energy aware
processing. The total energy consumed by the HS, when the process of data collection from MS is given by,

Etot ¼ Ems: hsþ Ehs: hs (9)

where, ‘Ems:hs’ denotes the energy consumed for intra cluster communication, that is, between the MS and
HS, and, ‘Ehs:hs’ denotes the energy consumption rate in inter cluster communications, that is between one
HS and another. Further, ‘Ems:hs’ is derived as,
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Ems: hs ¼ ERX þ EDAþ EMS (10)

where, ‘ERX’ is the energy consumed at the time of data reception, ‘EDA’ is the energy utilized for data
aggregation process and ‘EMS’ denotes the energy spent by member sensors under a particular HS.

EMS ¼
Xn
i¼1

Xk
j¼1

ETX ðsnj; HSiÞ (11)

In the above equation, ‘k’ denotes the number of nodes with a specific cluster, ‘n’ is the total number of
clusters and ‘ETX(snj,HSi)’ is the energy used for data transmission from sensor ‘snj’ to its HS in ‘i’ th cluster.

EDA ¼ m:k:Edb (12)

where, ‘m’ is the number of bits, ‘Edb’ is the energy used for aggregation of one data bit.

3.5 Finest Route Scheme

Each sensor node involves in performing sensing operation and transmitting to their corresponding head
sensors. As mentioned earlier, the clusters are created in concentric circle pattern, in which the transmission
between the MS and HS are considered to be in single-hop manner. Then, as given in Section 3.4, data
aggregation is carried out to transmit to the base station. The following Fig. 4 demonstrates the process of
finest routing making the sensed data to reach the BS. Moreover, in the process of transmitting data, each
HS receives the data from the HS with its higher rating in the route path and forwards the data to the HS
with lower rating in the route path. Hence, each HS obtains from a single source_node and forwards the
data to a single target. Additionally, for avoiding interference, the data transmission in different route path
that are carried out in different phases, thus, no interference occurred. Hence, the model is effectively
performs the energy aware communication between the nodes in WSN. And, the pseudo code of the
proposed model is provided in the following Tab. 1.

Figure 4: Improved Load-Balanced Clustering for Energy-Aware Routing
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4 Performance Evaluation and Discussions

For evaluating the performance of the proposed model, implementation is processed using NS-2
simulator with the simulation parameter settings provided in Tab. 2. Here, it is considered that there are
500 sensor nodes are deployed in terrain area 200 × 200 m2. For proving the efficiency of the proposed
Improved Load-Balanced Clustering for Energy-Aware Routing (ILBC-EAR) model, the computed results
are compared with the existing works such as, Energy Efficient Adaptive Overlapping Clustering
(EEAOC) and Energy Aware Efficient Data Aggregation (EAEDAR) and Data Re-Scheduling model.
Furthermore, the evaluations are carried out based on the performance analysis metrics such as
Throughput, Packet Delivery Rate (PDR), End-to-End Delay, Network Lifetime and Energy Efficiency, in
terms of number of nodes and payload size are shown in Figs. 5 and 6.

Table 1: Pseudo code for ILBC-EAR

Begin
Calculate φ = 2RCR/RHCR
For i← 0
Repeat
i← i + 1
HCR← i
Calculate Ri from (7)
Till Ri ≥ radius(network region)
End for

For j = 1 to HCR do calculate Ri from (7)
j← j + 1
End for
Each Sn sends co-ordinates to base station
∀ clusters (Csi) do
Calculate Etot; Ems:hs and Ehs:hs from (9) (10) and (13) End for
Repeat
∀ sensor nodes (sni) do observe data and transmit to HS aggregate data in HS
Define route-path
Transmit data through route-path to BS End for
End for
End

Table 2: Simulation parameters and values

Simulation parameters Values

Terrain area 200 × 200 m2

Number of sensor nodes 500

Traffic type CBR

Radio propagation Free space

MAC protocol 802.11

Size of packet 3000 bits
(Continued)
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In the proposed work, concentric circle based cluster formation is processed for effective route
determination and achieves minimal rate of energy consumption. The model obtains throughput rates
6.53 and 6.544 in average, while analyzing with node and payload evaluations, respectively.

End-to-End Delay is evaluated here to measure the processing delay in data transmission in forwarding
the sensed data to the BS. In an efficient communication model in WSN, the delay must be minimal. Here, the

Table 2 (continued)

Simulation parameters Values

Initial energy 18720 Joules

Simulation time 1000 s

Eec 50 nJ/bit

δfs 6 pJ/bit/m2

δmp 11 × 10−4 pJ/bit/m4

sd0 30 m

Payload size 1024 bytes

Band width 2.4 GHz

Data rate 2Mbps

Figure 5: Throughput vs. SNs

Figure 6: Throughput analysis based on varying payload
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comparative evaluation results are presented in Figs. 7 and 8, for varying number of nodes and payload
values. It is obvious from the comparisons that the ILBC-EAR model attains minimal delay than other
compared works. The throughput has been improved with varying packet loss.

Another significant performance analysis metric is Network lifetime and the results are provided in
Figs. 9 and 10, for sensor node and payload based computations, respectively. In the proposed work, the
model is designed in such a manner to effectively utilize the node energy in effective manner.

Figure 7: Delay based analysis with respect to SNs

Figure 8: Delay based analysis with respect to payload values

Figure 9: Network lifetime vs. sensor nodes
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Moreover, the nodes are considered to be in sleep mode, when it is not involved in a time slot of data
transmission. It is observed from the following figures that the proposed work achieves higher network
lifetime in both the cases. It is also explicit that the proposed model the network lifetime is inversely
proportional to the increase in payload size.

The main factor in this work is energy efficiency, which is evaluated on the basis of Rate of Energy
Consumption (REC) based on the number of nodes and payload size. The corresponding results are
presented in Figs. 11 and 12, and the REC is measured with Joules. By balancing the load among nodes,
the unwanted energy losses are effectively avoided, thereby, in ILBC-EAR, the rate of energy
consumption among nodes and the overall network is effectively reduced. In the Fig. 11, in considering
250 sensor nodes in process, the average REC attained is 3.692 J, which is minimal than other compared
models. Hence, the model is evidenced as energy efficient in transmitting the sensed data to the base station.

Figure 11: REC evaluations with respect to SNs

Figure 12: REC Computations based on payload rate

Figure 10: Network lifetime vs. payload size
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Packet Delivery Rate (PDR) is computed here to analyse the successful rate of data packet delivery in the
proposed model. And, the evaluation is processed with respect to time, and the graph is presented in Fig. 13.
As it is explicit in the Fig. 13, the PDR value obtained with the affirmed work is greater than the other
compared works. Moreover, it can be understood from the graph that when time increases, the PDR rate
decreases, because of the increase in energy depletion of nodes. However, the proposed model provides
better results than the compared works.

5 Conclusion

This paper presents an Improved Load-Balanced Clustering for Energy-Aware Routing (ILBC-EAR)
model for reducing the energy consumption rate and increasing network longevity. In this model, the
sensing region is considered to be circular dimensions and the clusters are constructed as concentric
circles concerning the amount of data sensed by the SNs and the data that are transmitted to the BS
through the head sensors. Moreover, load balancing among nodes in the clusters is processed for avoiding
unwanted energy depletion. And, finest route is framed through the head sensors for effectively
transmitting the sensed data to the base station with minimal REC. The result evaluations are carried out
based on energy efficiency, network lifetime, throughput, delay and PDR. The results show that the
proposed model outperforms the compared works effectively.

In future, the model can be enhanced and modified to implement effectively in real-time dynamic
environment. And, in other direction, more reliability can be provided with security measures in future.
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